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ABSTRACT

High mixing ratios of ozone along the shores of Lake Michigan have been a recurring theme over the last

40 years. Models continue to have difficulty in replicating ozone behavior in the region. Although emissions

and chemistrymay play a role inmodel performance, the complexmeteorological setting of the relatively cold

lake in the summer ozone season and the ability of the physical model to replicate this environment may

contribute to air quality modeling errors. In this paper, several aspects of the physical atmosphere that may

affect air quality, along with potential paths to improve the physical simulations, are broadly examined. The

first topic is the consistent overwater overprediction of ozone. Although overwater measurements are scarce,

special boat and ferry ozone measurements over the last 15 years have indicated consistent overprediction by

models. The roles of model mixing and lake surface temperatures are examined in terms of changing stability

over the lake. From an analysis of a 2009 case, it is tentatively concluded that excessive mixing in the me-

teorological model may lead to an underestimate of mixing in offline chemical models when different

boundary layermixing schemes are used. This is because the stable boundary layer shear, which is removed by

mixing in the meteorological model, can no longer produce mixing when mixing is rediagnosed in the offline

chemistry model. Second, air temperature has an important role in directly affecting chemistry and emissions.

Land–water temperature contrasts are critical to lake and land breezes, which have an impact on mixing and

transport. Here, satellite-derived skin temperatures are employed as a path to improve model temperature

performance. It is concluded that land surface schemes that adjust moisture based on surface energetics are

important in reducing temperature errors.

1. Introduction

High mixing ratios of ozone along the shores of Lake

Michigan have been a major problem for air quality

agencies in the region for nearly 40 years (Lyons and

Cole 1976; Foley et al. 2011). Exceedances of both the

older 1-h ozone regulatory standard and the newer 8-h

standard have occurred in the four-state area (Illinois,

Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin). Although the

number of ozone events and severity of exceedances

have decreased over the last 20 years, violations still

continue in the region, especially along the western shore

of Lake Michigan (Cleary et al. 2015). It is important to

understand the influence of Lake Michigan on local

meteorology and its role in past air quality issues. Keen

and Lyons (1978) described the characteristics of the

Lake Michigan sea breeze in light of traditional con-

ceptual models of lake-breeze systems, with an emphasis
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on the onshore convergence lines that can transport

pollutants aloft into the offshore return circulation.

Levy et al. (2010) provided a comprehensive list of the

physical related factors that affect local lake- and land-

breeze circulations such as shoreline curvature, urban

land use, and synoptic settings. Lyons and Cole (1976)

discussed the impact of the thermal destruction of the

lake-breeze flow as it moves inland producing local high

concentrations as well as the long-range effects of

combined recirculation and alongshore transport of urban

and power plant plumes.

Overwater, offshore ozone production has also been

cited as a mechanism for high ozone concentrations in

coastal areas. After being intimated in early conceptual

models of the LakeMichigan lake-breeze systems (Lyons

and Cole 1976), aircraft measurements (Dye et al. 1995;

Foley et al. 2011) have verified high mixing ratios of

ozone aloft over the lake. Dye et al. (1995) characterized

the lake breeze as a near perfect reaction chamber with

precursors imported from the urban areas, large photol-

ysis rates resulting from clear skies in the subsidence

zones over the lake, and a lack of surface losses from

deposition or nitrogen oxides (NOx) titration. The high

ozone concentrations in this reaction chamber can then

be brought back to shore, although often translated

alongshore, creating high coastal ozone mixing ratios.

More recent papers in the literature, supported by new

observations and modeling, have also discussed the role

of overwater stability in affecting ozone concentrations.

Goldberg et al. (2014) noted for the Chesapeake Bay

that higher overwater ozone concentrations are sup-

ported by 1) shallower boundary layers trapping ship-

ping emissions near the surface, 2) higher photolysis

rates resulting from clear skies over the bay, 3) de-

creased boundary layer venting as a result of a lack of

fair-weather cumulus clouds, and 4) slower deposition

losses over water. Loughner et al. (2014) also discussed

the important role of model resolution in captur-

ing elements of the overwater ozone behavior. For

Chesapeake Bay, a 1.33-km horizontal mesh was needed

to capture the structure.

A recurring theme in the Great Lakes region has been

the role of the land–lake breeze in transporting and di-

luting precursors (Dye et al. 1995). Banta et al. (2005)

more recently provided an excellent review of how the

sea breeze in the Houston, Texas, area influences pre-

cursor concentrations and the transport and recirculation of

the precursors and ultimately ozone. Banta et al. (2011)

provided a discussion of the role that meteorological

conditions play in a coastal setting. Of particular im-

portance are the developments of stagnant zones over

emission regions as the thermal circulation balances the

synoptic forcing.

The shared problem of high coastal ozone concen-

trations for states in the Great Lakes region has led to

cooperation among state air quality agencies (LADCO

1995). This cooperation has spurred a series of intensive

observational field programs and modeling studies that

have attracted national scientific resources to the Lake

Michigan air quality problem—most recently the 2017

Lake Michigan Ozone Study (LMOS 2017; see Pierce

et al. 2017).

Several physical issues are addressed in this paper:

1) The first is overprediction of surface ozone over

water by models for Lake Michigan. Fast and

Heilman (2003) and Cleary et al. (2015) show that

overprediction of surface ozone over water as based

on ferry data seems to be a consistent feature in

model performance. Here the role of mixing having

an impact on overwater atmospheric stability is

examined in meteorological models, and the effect

of mixing on surface ozone is tested in air quality

sensitivity simulations.

2) Another is improvement in model prediction of

temperature in theGreat Lakes region. Temperature

plays a major role in emissions and chemical kinetics,

especially thermal decomposition of nitrogen spe-

cies. In addition, as noted by Levy et al. (2010), land–

water temperature contrasts play a pivotal role in

controlling the strength and timing of the lake- and

land-breeze and mixing processes. New techniques

using satellite datasets are examined for improving

temperature predictions.

The studies below examine meteorological perfor-

mance for a longer time scale (at least one month of

simulation) for 2009, 2011, 2012, and 2013. These years

cross a variety of conditions from a relatively moist and

cool 2011 to an extraordinarily hot and dry 2012. Thus,

we do not emphasize the complex details of individual

lake-breeze or high-ozone events.

2. Overwater overprediction of surface ozone

Early studies of Lake Michigan meteorological be-

havior (Lyons and Cole 1976) discussed the role of cold

lake surface temperatures as the cause of high ozone

mixing ratios over the lake. With the advent of aircraft

observations (Dye et al. 1995, Foley et al. 2011), very

high amounts of precursors and ozone were found aloft

over the lake. The origins of these high concentrations

are described by Dye et al. (1995), who pictured a me-

teorological system in which land-based emissions are

transported offshore, either as part of the offshore land

breeze at night or the return branch of the lake-breeze

circulation during the day. Figure 1 shows a schematic of
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these processes adapted from Foley et al. (2011) and

Adamski (2003), with additional notations on turbulent

mixing processes. Dye et al. (1995) referred to the stable

layer over the lake as a conduction layer, indicating that

turbulence levels are small. Aircraft observations con-

firmed the high amounts of ozone offshore in the con-

duction layer over the lake just as postulated in the Dye

et al. (1995) schematic. Ozone mixing ratios aloft over

the western part of the lake in two cases [at 1430 central

daylight time (CDT) 18 July 1991 and 1400 CDT 26 June

1991] showed maximum levels of 180 ppb at the l25- to

130-m layer above the surface.

Modeling studies have indicated that surface ozone

over the lake is overpredicted relative to ship measure-

ments of surface ozone. Fast and Heilman (2003) using

the coupled meteorological–chemical Pacific Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL) Eulerian Gas and Aerosol

Scalable Unified System model (PEGASUS), compared

modeled ozone with ferry observations along the

ferry path from Manitowoc, Wisconsin, to Ludington,

Michigan, between 15 July and 14 August 1999. Their

scatterplot showed that the model largely overpredicted

ozone relative to the surface ferry measurements.

Cleary et al. (2015) more recently compared surface

ozone predictions from NOAA’s National Air Quality

Forecast System using the Community Multiscale Air

Quality (CMAQ) model (Janjić 2003; Eder et al. 2009;

Byun and Schere 2006) with ferry observations along the

ferry path from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to Muskegon,

Michigan, during the summer of 2009. Cleary et al. (2015)

demonstrated consistent overprediction by the model

across the summer ozone season. Their study indicated

that the maximum observed ozone occurred in the mid-

afternoon, and that was also the time of largest model

overprediction. The CMAQ model analyzed by Cleary

et al. (2015) showed that overwater surface overprediction

was consistently greater than overland sites (Fig. 2), al-

though there were sites in northern Indiana that were also

overpredicted.

Because the consistent overprediction in Fast and

Heilman (2003) andCleary et al. (2015) occurs in the stable

atmosphere over the lake, in this investigation we examine

the model simulation of the stable atmosphere and its

possible role in the model overprediction. This is not to

rule out that emission errors and/or chemical mechanisms

might be responsible for the model discrepancies over

water, but here we investigate whether boundary layer

formulations and their impact on stability may have a role

in model overprediction. Goldberg et al. 2014 discussed

the role of physical factors including stability increasing

ozone concentrations over Chesapeake Bay. Loughner

et al. (2014) showed that CMAQ overpredicted surface

ozone over Chesapeake Bay relative to ship observations,

but the overwater overestimate in CMAQ in these epi-

sodic studies was not greater than for land stations. Also,

lake surface water temperatures can have an impact on

near surface stability andmixing (Fast andHeilman 2003).

a. Background on stable boundary layer mixing

Because of cool lake temperatures, the lower atmo-

sphere over the Great Lakes is generally stable during the

warm ozone season. Bosveld et al. (2014) in an intermodel

FIG. 1. Schematic of Lake Michigan lake-breeze systems after

Foley et al. (2011) and Adamski (2003). (top) The daytime lake-

breeze circulation; (bottom) the nighttime/early-morning land

breeze.

FIG. 2. Spatial plot of NOAA CMAQ bias in the Lake Michigan

region, showing consistent overprediction along the ferry plot [from

Cleary et al. (2015)] relative to land sites. The CMAQmodel ozone

bias for EPA station air quality monitors is shown with circles, and

for the Lake Express ferry with squares. EPA monitor biases are

calculated at 2000 UTC (1500 CDT), and the data have been win-

dowed for only those days for which ferry data are available. The

ferry data are from the 1230–1500 CDT transect statistics.
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comparison study showed much greater spread in the

model stable-layer performance than in convective condi-

tions, which leads to concern about uncertainties in mod-

eling the stable boundary layer behavior over the lake. In

the 1980s, models began using local mixing schemes (e.g.,

Blackadar 1979; Mellor and Yamada 1982) for the stable

boundary layer and employing turbulent kinetic energy

models or stability function closures based on Monin–

Obukov similarity functions (Businger 1973). As a result,

models began to have a problem of becoming too stable,

with surface conditions becoming too cold and calm. Mix-

ing of heat and momentum (or ozone) to the surface was

too strongly suppressed (Beljaars and Holtslag 1991;

McNider et al. 2012). In these coarse grid models, it ap-

peared that additional mixing was needed (Savijärvi 2009).
This was often implemented by using longer-tailed stability

functions in turbulent mixing schemes. In K closuremodels

in the stable boundary, the vertical mixing is often param-

eterized (Blackadar 1979; Savijärvi 2009) by

K5 f (Ri)l2s , (1)

where Ri is the local gradient Richardson number, l is a

mixing length, and s is the local shear. Figure 3 shows the

stability functions used or discussed in the present pa-

per. The longer-tailed functions are those that maintain

mixing beyond a critical Ri (bulk or gradient) of about

0.25. The England–McNider and the Pleim polynomial

stability functions would be short-tailed forms, whereas

the Beljaars–Holtslag and Louis stability functions

would be considered longer-tailed forms (these func-

tions are discussed in more detail below). With this as

background, Savijärvi (2009) summarizes the issue very

well: operational models often had too much mixing,

resulting in temperature and wind overprediction, es-

pecially over oceans and homogeneous settings.

Further, in the 15–20 years since the inadequate mixing

began to be addressed (by addingmixing), it appears that,

with increased vertical resolution and/or improved radi-

ation schemes, models were making the opposite error,

now having too much mixing (Steeneveld et al. 2008;

McNider et al. 2012; Savijärvi 2009). This then led to an

environment in the model that was too warm and windy

at the surface. This was also seen in air pollution studies

(Garcia-Menendez et al. 2013; Ngan et al. 2013; Lee

et al. 2014) with too much downward mixing of heat,

momentum, and ozone from aloft at night. The modifi-

cations to models to increase mixing discussed above

went beyond adjusting stability functions. Other ad-

justments such as making the critical Richardson num-

ber (bulk or gradient) a function of grid spacing

(McNider and Pielke 1981), setting minimum values for

vertical eddy diffusivities, or setting minimum values of

surface friction velocity were employed. On the basis of

these historical trends in meteorological models, the

hypothesis tested in this paper is that enhanced mixing

in the meteorological model was partly responsible for

the overwater overprediction seen in CMAQ by Cleary

et al. (2015).

b. WRF modeling of the 2009 case

Before addressing and testing the ‘‘too much mixing

hypothesis,’’ it is felt that a basic understanding of the

current Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

Model performance for 2009 and sensitivity to different

mixing and land surface schemes is needed. The WRF

Model with the Advanced Research core (WRF-ARW;

see Skamarock et al. 2008) at a horizontal resolution of

12 km was employed to model the meteorological

conditions of a significant portion of the 2009 ozone

season (1 July–4 September 2009) as reported by

Cleary et al. (2015). TheWRF-ARW, version 3.8.1, was

employed in the current study. Note that the opera-

tional CMAQ for the 2009 period employed meteoro-

logical fields provided by the operational North

American Model (NAM-12), which was the NCEP

version of the WRF Model (WRF-NMM) with a hori-

zontal resolution of 12 km. The 2009 CMAQ and

NAM-12 versions are also not identical to the current

CMAQ and NAM-12, which have undergone im-

provements, including updated emission inventories

for CMAQ (Lee et al. 2017).

In the Lake Michigan area there have been special

observation programs. However, individual events can

sometimes be difficult to replicate, given large changes in

the lake-breeze system that can occur because of un-

certainty in initial and boundary conditions. The Cleary

et al. (2015) results are remarkable in their consistency

over a 2.5-month period. Here we follow the strategy of

Fast and Heilman (2003) of running the model over a

FIG. 3. Stability function f(Ri) forms used or mentioned in this

investigation [England–McNider: England and McNider (1995);

Pleim ACM2 polynomial: Pleim (2007); Beljaars–Holtslag:

Beljaars and Holtslag (1991); Louis: Louis (1979) and Poulos et al.

(2002)].
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long period to examine mean model behavior. It is as-

sumed that such understanding will apply to modeling

extreme events.

c. Baseline model evaluation

The WRF Model setup and physics choices are given

in Table 1 (hereinafter the baseline is referred to as

Control). The continental domain with a 12-km resolu-

tion and subdomains for statistics given below are shown

in Fig. 4. The Asymmetric Convective Model, version 2

(ACM2), PBL (Pleim 2007) was chosen because it is the

PBL scheme used in CMAQ. The Pleim–Xiu land sur-

face model (Pleim and Xiu 1995) was also chosen be-

cause of consistency with Pleim (2007) and because of

the data assimilation of surface moisture and deep soil

temperature (Pleim and Xiu 2003; Pleim and Gilliam

2009) using surface observations (described more in

section 3). These have been widely used in air quality

studies and represent one of the few PBL and land

surface schemes developed from an air quality per-

spective. Hereinafter, the Pleim (2007) PBL will be re-

ferred to as ACM2 and the land surface model will be

called P–X.

The WRF physics options employed in the simula-

tion include the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for

General Circulation Models (RRTMG) radiation

scheme (Iacono et al. 2008), 2-moment Morrison mi-

crophysics scheme (Morrison and Gettelman 2008), and

Kain–Fritsch convective scheme (Kain 2004) with the

moisture-advection-based trigger (Ma and Tan 2009).

The National Land Cover Database 2011 (NLCD-

2011) was used as the land-use/land-cover data in the

2012 and 2013 simulations.

TheWRFModel was run from 1 July to 4 September

2009 using 5.5-day segments reinitializing from the

NAM-12 analyses with a 12-h spinup. During the 5-day

segment, nudging to the NAM-12 analysis fields was

carried out above 2 km. To be consistent with the 2009

NAM/CMAQ simulation used in Cleary et al. (2015),

the P–X observed moisture nudging and deep temper-

ature were not used in the Control simulation. Initial soil

moisturewas provided via theNAManalysis in that the soil

moisture was reinitialized for each 5-day segment in the

model period. The data assimilation of moisture from the

NOAA/NCEP–Oregon State University–Air Force Re-

search Laboratory–NOAA/Office of Hydrology (‘‘Noah’’)

land surface/land data assimilation system was included

via this process. Figure 5 shows the basic model perfor-

mance statistics for the 2-m temperature and 10-m wind

speed for the Control case for overland sites in 2009. The

model evaluation statistics over land were based on the

‘‘METSTAT’’ statistical package developed by Ramboll

Environ, Inc., (http://www.camx.com/download/support-

software.aspx). Figure 5 also includes statistics from other

simulations that were performed to investigate the im-

pact of land surface and PBL choices on the results. The

abbreviations and the key model changes for each sim-

ulation are listed in Table 2.

TABLE 1. WRF configuration for the Control simulation.

Category Selection

Time step 30 s

Grid spacing 12-km horizontal; 41 layers up to 50 hPa

Microphysics Morrison 2-momenta

Longwave/

shortwave

radiation

RRTMGb

Radiation update

frequency

10min

Surface layer Pleim–Xiuc

Land surface model Pleim–Xiud

PBL ACM2e

Cumulus

parameterization

Kain–Fritschf with moisture-advection-

modulated trigger functiong

Nudging No nudging in PBL or below 2 km

Pleim surface

nudging

0 (turned ‘‘off’’)

Nudging

coefficients

1024 for wind and temperature; 1025 for

water vapor

Land-use dataset USGS for 2009 and NLCD for 2012 and

2013 simulations

aMorrison et al. (2009).
b Iacono et al. (2008).
c Pleim (2006).
d Pleim and Xiu (1995).
e Pleim (2007).
f Kain (2004).
g Ma and Tan (2009).

FIG. 4. Schematic of approximatemodel domains used in the studies

(red boxes) and subdomains for statistical evaluation (blue outlines).

The outer blue line around the lake represents the 20–100-km statis-

tical domain, and the inner line represents the ,20-km statistical

domain. The area between the outer blue line and the red box rep-

resents the .100-km domain as used in Figs. 5 and 6. The outer red

box is the WRF 12-km domain.
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FIG. 5. Model evaluation statistics for 2-m (top) temperature and (bottom) wind speed on the full domain and subdomains in the Great

Lakes region for the period from 1 Jul 2009 through 4 Sep 2009. The areas encompassing the statistical domains are given in Fig. 4.

Statistics are given for the base Control case (with P–X PBL and surface scheme), the YSUPBLwith P–X surface scheme, YSUPBLwith

Noah surface scheme, and the MYJ PBL with Noah surface scheme.
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In addition to the Control simulation, WRF simula-

tions for several land surface and PBL schemes were

performed to examine the sensitivity of overwater pro-

files to boundary layer and surface parameterizations,

especially in regards to relative amounts of vertical

mixing. Later, a sensitivity run of the CMAQ model for

large and small mixing cases was carried out to see the

impact on overwater ozone. For the base Control case,

the 2-m temperature performance (Fig. 5 top) is rea-

sonable with an average bias (model minus observed) of

less than 18C. The reduced diurnal temperature range is

seen in the 20-km domain closest to the lake. The largest

negative bias (cool bias) occurs in the overnight, whereas

positive bias occurs in the afternoon. The slight cool bias

at night may not be consistent with our hypothesis that

the model is not stable enough. The largest root-mean-

square error (RMSE) occurs in the afternoon, perhaps

representing issues with prescribing land-use parame-

ters in the surface scheme.

Here we provide sensitivity studies for several PBL

schemes used within the air quality community. Previously,

Hu et al. (2013) provided a comparison of the Pleim

(2007) scheme (ACM2), theMellor–Yamada–Janjić (MYJ)

scheme (Janjić 2003), and the Yonsei University (YSU)

scheme (Hong et al. 2006) for a Texas field program. In the

Hu et al. (2013) study, all of the PBL schemes were coupled

to the Noah land surface scheme (Ek et al. 2003).

While the Pleim ACM2 scheme is used in CMAQ, the

NAMmodel that drove CMAQ in 2009 employs theMYJ

scheme (Siuta et al. 2017). In NAM, the MYJ scheme is

coupled with the Noah land surface scheme. Figure 5

shows the WRFModel performance for the MYJ scheme

coupled with Noah in comparison with the Control simu-

lation. Figure 5 also provides comparisons between the

YSUand theControl case. TheYSUNoahandMYJNoah

for the full domain have less 2-m temperature bias at night

in the stable boundary layer but have greater warm bias in

the daytime. The two Noah schemes also have a warm

bias closer to the lake. The YSU/Noah and MYJ/Noah

schemes seem to have more mixing at night in the full

domain than some of the other schemes. For the domain

near the lake, they have a substantially larger bias in the

early morning. It is interesting that this seems to be related

to the land surface scheme rather than the boundary layer

scheme since both YSU and MYJ coupled with the P–X

surface have smaller error. Thus, this behavior may be tied

to the surface fluxes that may be different in the two land-

use schemes.

d. Modifications to ACM2 to enhance stability (PBL)

The ACM2 mixing scheme for the stable boundary

layer (SBL) can be characterized as one with minimal

mixing in the SBL since it employs a short-tailed stability
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function. However, as mentioned above, because early

coarse-resolution models produced an SBL that was too

cool and calm, many PBL schemes added components to

increase mixing. The ACM2 had a few of these compo-

nents, which are discussed in the appendix.

A new model simulation (referred to as PBL) was

carried out without these components to produce a

scheme with less mixing. Figure 6 provides the impact

of these changes on model verification statistics (the

impacts of lake surface temperatures discussed below

FIG. 6. Model evaluation statistics for 2-m (top) temperature and (bottom) winds on the full and subdomains in the Great Lakes region for the

Control (ACM2), PBL (ACM2 modified with enhanced stability, and MODIS (inclusion of MODIS satellite lake surface temperatures).
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are also included). As can be seen, the impacts on

performance are minor with slightly greater impact

near the lake. It does decrease 2-m air temperatures at

night indicating a possible increase in stability but

the model is still too cool relative to observations.

However, when comparing the results from the new

modified ACM2 more-stable scheme (PBL) with the

Control simulation, significant spatial differences are

observed. Figure 7 shows the average differences (New

P–X PBL 2 Control) in surface temperature and wind

speed at 2000 UTC over the entire period of simula-

tion for 2009 (from 0000 UTC 1 July 2009 through

1200 UTC 4 September 2009). These differences indi-

cate that the modified ACM2 simulation produces

cooler temperatures over the lake leading to stronger

sea breezes.

e. Louis scheme

All of the other stable boundary layer schemes dis-

cussed and tested above—ACM2 (the control), MYJ,

and YSU—can be characterized as short-tail or minimal

mixing forms. As mentioned above, it was hypothesized

that the meteorology forcing the 2009 CMAQmay have

had too much boundary layer mixing in the stable

boundary layer over the lake. As will be discussed be-

low, this appears to be supported by the 2009 NAM/

CMAQ temperature and wind speed profiles that are

substantially less stable and have less shear than the

WRF simulations with ACM2, MYJ, YSU, and the

modified ACM2 (PBL). To produce a less stable system

in WRF that might be comparable to the 2009 NAM/

CMAQ simulations another modification was made to

theACM2 scheme inWRF. Rather than using the Pleim

polynomial for the stability function that calculates the

vertical eddy diffusivity (see Fig. 3), the Louis stability

function was employed as in Eq. (A1). Additionally, to

ensure consistency the friction velocity and surface

fluxes in the P–X surface scheme were calculated using

the Louis stability functions for stable conditions (see

the appendix). The impacts of the Louis modifications

on overwater temperature and wind speed profiles are

discussed below. The Louis run is also used as the large

mixing case in the CMAQmixing sensitivity runs below.

f. Role of lake surface temperatures

In addition to PBL mixing schemes, lake surface

temperatures can also affect stability. The role of lake

temperatures and their seasonal variation has long been

an issue in the Great Lakes modeling and in other areas

such as the Chesapeake Bay (Appel et al. 2014).

The lake temperatures in CMAQ/NAM for the

2009 simulations were, according to the NCEP online

documentation (http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/NAM/

clog.php), based on the NOAA–Great Lakes Environ-

mental Research Laboratory (GLERL) SST dataset

(https://www.glerl.noaa.gov/res/glcfs). The WRF simu-

lations in this study also employed the GLERL lake

temperatures that are included as part of the NAM re-

analysis. NAMmoved to the Real TimeGridded (RTG)

SST water temperature (Thiébaux et al. 2003) in

2014 (see http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/sst/rtg_high_res).

Figure 8 shows snapshots of the WRF GLERL lake

surface temperatures and MODIS lake surface tem-

peratures and the difference [see Kilpatrick et al. (2015)

for background on MODIS SST]. The model GLERL

temperatures appear to be consistently warmer than the

MODIS lake temperatures. A similar analysis was

FIG. 7. Average differences in surface (a) temperature and

(b) wind speed at 2000UTC (New P–X PBL2Control). TheWRF

simulation period was from 0000 UTC 1 Jul 2009 through

1200 UTC 4 Sep 2009.
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carried out for 2013 (not shown) that showed similar

results of MODIS being cooler than GLERL.

To examine the impact of the lake surface tempera-

tures on WRF simulations a procedure was established

to assimilate MODIS SST into WRF through re-

placement. Because MODIS data often have missing

values as a result of clouds, a procedure was established

to form a time composite with an 11-day centered run-

ning average of the originalMODIS SST product. This is

consistent with technique proposed by Knievel et al.

(2010) that used a 12-day running average. Following

Knievel et al. (2010), we also discarded MODIS SST if

the 24-h change exceeded 68C as a means to remove

cloud contamination. This daily SST data replaced what

WRF had for SST for the Great Lakes only. No time

interpolation was done inside WRF, therefore the SSTs

were constant over each 1-day period.

Figure 6 provides the impact on ground-level model

evaluation statistics due to the insertion of MODIS

lake surface temperature (along with the PBL changes

FIG. 8. Snapshots of the WRF GLERL and MODIS lake surface temperatures and their difference at 1600 UTC

(daytime) and 0400 UTC (nighttime) 31 Aug 2009.
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discussed above). The impact on themodel performance

was small except for very near the lake.

Since overwater model performance is important, a

comparison was made to buoy data over the Great

Lakes. Figure 9 provides a depiction of the middle of

the lake buoy locations on the Great Lakes. Coastal

buoys were not considered. Figure 10 provides time

series comparisons for two Lake Michigan buoys for

the GLERL and MODIS lake surface temperatures.

Buoy water temperature measurement is at approxi-

mately 0.6m deep. The MODIS is a skin temperature

and GLERL is a blended temperature. The GLERL

is a bit cooler than the buoy temperature, especially

for northern Lake Michigan, but the MODIS lake

temperature is even cooler. The MODIS low tem-

perature bias seen here could be due to a number of

factors (may represent some skin cooling not seen in

the GLERL product or possibly a satellite calibration

issue as examples) and needs further investigation.

Figure 11 provides the model performance statistics

relative to buoys for all the Great Lakes and for Lake

Michigan alone. Buoy air-temperature measure-

ments are made at 4m, and wind measurements are

at 5m. The first half-sigma model level (;5m) was

used for temperature and wind comparisons. The

model air temperatures, both in the Control (label

‘‘CNTL’’) and the modified PBL (with MODIS SST),

are cooler than the buoy for all cases (with MODIS

significantly cooler). Note that the model wind speed

statistics in comparison to the buoys appear better

for the buoys than the land comparisons in Fig. 5.

Tables 3 and 4 provide the model temperature and

wind statistics against the buoy data. The GLERL

temperatures perform much better in the buoy

comparisons.

At this point, this preliminary use of MODIS SST

should be considered as a sensitivity study. It is not clear

that MODIS lake temperatures can be directly used in

the current model boundary layer schemes for bottom

flux boundary conditions. For example, it may not have

the proper corrections to a reference height (see Sun and

Mahrt 1995).

g. Overwater wind and temperature profiles

As mentioned above, the main hypothesis in the

present investigation is that overwater profiles in NAM/

CMAQ were not stable enough resulting in too much

vertical mixing. Profiles of temperature and wind were

extracted from the WRF Model simulations discussed

above for a point over southern Lake Michigan. The

profiles for various WRF Model runs and the CMAQ

meteorological files used by Cleary et al. (2015) are

shown in Fig. 12.

As can be seen in Fig. 12 the profiles of temperature

and wind speed from all the current WRF short-tailed

forms are relatively similar with the exception of

CMAQ and the Louis long-tailed form. It shows that

with the additional mixing in Louis, the temperature

slope of the Louis case is very close to the 2009 CMAQ

profile although there is a temperature offset between

the two runs. The average dQ/dz for the layer from 60 to

500m above the surface was 7.69, 7.63, and 1.27Kkm21

for the NAM/CMAQ, Louis, and Control simulations,

respectively. The Louis case wind speed profiles with

less shear also agree much better with the 2009 CMAQ

profiles. Note that reduced shear not only produces a

larger Richardson number but is a direct multiplier

in the calculations of mixing coefficients [Eq. (A1)].

FIG. 9. Map of midlake buoy locations in the Great Lakes, with

buoy number.

FIG. 10. Time series of SST or water temperature for two Lake

Michigan buoys compared with GLERL and MODIS lake tem-

peratures for the simulation period from 1 Jul to 4 Sep 2009. Buoy

water temperature measurement is at approximately 0.6m. The

MODIS is a skin temperature (daily), and GLERL is a blended

temperature (hourly).
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Both of these support the hypothesis that the 2009 NAM

driving CMAQ had more mixing than the current WRF

runs with short-tailed stability functions.

The comparison of the CMAQ profiles with the cur-

rent WRF 3.8.1 runs appears to confirm the hypothesis

that the CMAQ results in 2009 may be based on tem-

perature and wind speed profiles that were much less

stable than the current WRF runs. Note that CMAQ

does not directly use the vertical mixing coefficients

from NAM; rather, it diagnoses the mixing coefficients

using the ACM2 PBL parameterization. However, the

ACM2 scheme in CMAQ uses the temperature and

wind speed profiles produced in NAM to calculate local

gradient Richardson numbers and bulk Richardson

numbers used to diagnose the boundary layer height.

Figure 12 also shows that the MYJ scheme as em-

ployed in WRF 3.8.1 here produces one of the most

stable profiles. Therefore, there must be a difference in

FIG. 11. Model evaluation statistics for air temperature and wind speed from buoy data for (left) Lake Michigan

buoys and (right) all Great Lakes buoys for the 2009 simulations. Statistics are based on the entire simulation 1 Jul–

4 Sep 2009.
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theMYJ deployed in NAMor there may be adjustments

in the friction velocity u* or minimum diffusivities

in NAM as discussed above (as remnants of older

strategies to increase mixing in operational models;

Savijärvi 2009).
Figure 12 also shows that the adjustments to the

ACM2 PBL to reduce mixing (labeled PBL in the fig-

ure) did increase stability. The simulation using the

MODIS skin temperatures produced the most stable

near-surface profile but as noted above produced air

temperatures at buoy locations that were too cool. For

all the runs using the GLERL lake temperatures, the

1200 UTC plots show an unstable profile near the sur-

face. This may be real or an issue with GLERL tem-

peratures. However, it could be amodeling problem due

to inadequate physics related to air–sea interaction in

the simulations presented here. Overnight, the model

lowest layers will experience clear air radiative cooling.

Once the atmosphere cools, however, there is no

mechanism for the atmosphere to cool the surface in the

current one-way air–sea coupling interactions where the

lake temperatures are not dynamically calculated. Evi-

dence of this diurnal change in temperature is seen in the

buoy water temperatures that are not included in

GLERL or MODIS data (see Fig. 10).

In summary, the current WRF for all of the short-

tailed forms produced more-stable profiles (in wind and

temperature) than the NAM/CMAQ profile. Thus, it

would be assumed that the NAM profiles would have

provided greater mixing in CMAQ. However, we show

below that this is not necessarily the case. Further, it

might be expected that CMAQ runwith any of theWRF

3.8.1 boundary layer schemes tested would produce less

downward mixing of ozone to the surface than NAM/

CMAQ.

A key assumption in our hypothesis that greater

mixing would produce higher ozone amounts at the

surface is that higher ozone concentrations would

exist aloft. The schematic in Fig. 1 shows that over the

western lake higher ozone mixing ratios might occur

aloft as both biogenic and anthropogenic emissions

are carried out over the lake in the return circulation

of the lake breeze. Aircraft observations reported in

Dye et al. (1995) for 18 July 1991 showed the obser-

vational day-maximum ozone of 180 ppb aloft in the

conduction layer (at 125m), but the two boat obser-

vations near the western shore showed maximum

ozone of 120–156 ppb.

The Dye et al. (1995) case would support our hy-

pothesis of higher ozone concentrations aloft; however,

once we obtained the actual 2009 CMAQdata we could

examine model ozone vertical profiles from the model.

Using the 2009 CMAQ data, the top of Figs. 13 and 14

show the mean surface ozone and mean surface

wind streamlines from the CMAQ model for 1 July–4

September 2009 at 0900 and 1300 local time. Morning

surface ozone shows relatively consistent levels of

ozone across the domain with some excess scavenging

in the urban areas. The morning streamlines show flow

from west to east over the domain indicating that,

consistent with the Fig. 1 schematic, land-based emis-

sions could be directly transported into the conduction

layer over the entire lake. By early afternoon, ozone

has increased over the domain. It can be seen that the

highest average ozone is over the lake and that in the

southern part of the lake the wind regime described by

the schematic largely holds, with a lake breeze oppos-

ing the mean wind on the western shore and divergence

supporting descending motion over the center of the

lake. The lower panels of Figs. 13 and 14 show a model

east–west vertical cross section near Chicago and at the

ferry transect. These show that in the morning the

lowest ozone is found at the surface over the lake, es-

pecially on the western shore. By early afternoon, the

highest ozone is aloft over the western side of the lake

but is highest at the surface on the eastern side of the

lake. The ozone aloft over the western lake is consis-

tent with the schematic. This vertical distribution is

only partially consistent with our hypothesis. Over the

western lake, enhanced vertical mixing would perhaps

give higher ozone at the surface, but this would not

hold over the eastern lake where Cleary et al. (2015)

indicated the largest model/ferry discrepancy. It also

appears that this surface ozone over the eastern lake is

supported by the precursors directly transported into

the conduction layer overnight.

TABLE 3. Statistics of WRF simulated temperature (K) against

buoy measurements for the 2009 simulations.

Lake Michigan Great Lakes

WRF runs Mean Bias RMSE Mean Bias RMSE

Control 290.1 21.19 2.70 287.8 21.30 3.29

MODIS 289.2 22.12 5.65 286.8 22.30 6.54

PBL 290.2 21.15 2.69 287.7 21.36 3.46

TABLE 4. Statistics of WRF simulated wind speed (m s21) against

buoy measurements for the 2009 simulations.

Lake Michigan Great Lakes

WRF runs Mean Bias RMSE Mean Bias RMSE

Control 4.6 20.20 2.27 4.4 20.24 2.22

MODIS 4.4 20.35 3.64 4.3 20.36 3.34

PBL 4.7 20.12 3.74 4.6 20.07 3.32
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1) CMAQ MIXING SENSITIVITY SIMULATIONS

While the above is not definitive, the evidence of rel-

atively large mixing in the NAM profiles and the com-

bination of maximum ozone and ozone potential being

aloft over part of the domain provided an incentive to

investigate further. It was recognized that the only proof

would lie in making CMAQ sensitivity runs with and

without enhancedmixing. It was not possible for our team

to reconstruct the emissions for the 2009 case, but we had

made July 2011 CMAQ runs for theGreat Lakes and had

emissions processed. An analysis of the wind field and

ozone in the 2011 runs indicated the same general pattern

as the 2009 case. Thus, it was decided to carry out the

CMAQ sensitivity runs for the month of July 2011. First,

aWRF simulation using the ACM2 short-tailed formwas

made as a control. Next, the simulations were repeated

with the Louis adjustments in WRF. Figure 15 shows the

WRF Model performance for 2011 for the Control

(ACM2) and the Louis form (referred to as Louis). It

shows that indeed modifications to increase mixing re-

sulted in increased nocturnal surface winds.

The CMAQ with 2011 emissions was run for the

Control and Louis WRF cases. Figure 16 shows

the average difference (Louis minus Control) for the

month of July in surface ozone between the two runs.

It shows that the case with the additional mixing

in WRF increased ozone in CMAQ over Lake Michigan

by 8–14 ppb. The patterns and amount of the change

were almost identical to the CMAQ2009 overprediction

found by Cleary et al. (2015).

2) INCONSISTENCIES IN DIAGNOSING VERTICAL

MIXING IN CMAQ

The evaluation of the CMAQ 2009 wind and temper-

ature profiles showed greater mixing. The CMAQ control

versus enhanced-mixing runs showed that surface ozone

was increased in the greater mixing case. At this point it

might have been considered that the hypothesis of too

much vertical mixing in the meteorological model being

partly responsible for the 2009 CMAQ-vs-ferry bias was

largely confirmed.However, the view of investigators who

would argue that too little mixing in CMAQ over water

could be partly responsible for model overpredictions was

also carefully considered. In looking at the diurnal varia-

tion in ozone performance for the Louis and ACM2 cases

(see Fig. 17) it was noticed that the Louis case, over land,

had smaller surface ozone values overnight than ACM2.

This was curious in that normally boundary layer schemes

with more mixing bring higher ozone to the surface at

night. Thus, it appeared that having the Louis scheme in

WRF might have been producing less mixing in CMAQ.

FIG. 12. Potential temperature (K) and wind profiles (m s21) over LakeMichigan for Control, PBL (modification to

ACM2), MYJ-Noah, MODIS, Louis, and CMAQ for the 2009 simulations.
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Thus, another possibility was considered. What if addi-

tional mixing in the meteorological model unintentionally

produced less mixing in CMAQ?

Vertical eddy diffusivities (hereinafter referred to as

K values) in CMAQ are not passed from WRF but are re-

diagnosed in CMAQ using the Pleim ACM2 short-tailed

form. The K values are rediagnosed using the wind and

temperature profiles fromWRF. If vertical gradients ofwind

speed and temperature have already been smoothed by an

enhanced-mixing scheme, then it is possible that the CMAQ

diagnosed Ks might be less in the enhanced-mixing WRF

case than in the Control WRF case. As an analogy, it might

be equivalent to looking at a thermostat in a home, seeing

that it was meeting the desired temperature, and concluding

that the furnace was not activated in the previous hour. Of

course, the furnace may have been on and that was why the

desired temperature was met. CMAQ is using the profiles

after the mixing has been accomplished within WRF (after

the furnace being on), and thus its derivedKs that are based

on the mixed profiles coming from WRF have no need for

mixing (turning on the furnace).

Thus, it was decided to examine theK values that would

be produced by CMAQ from the two WRF runs. Rather

than rerunning CMAQ, the CMAQ code that computes

the Ks was extracted and used as a stand-alone code to

compute theKs (using theWRF output) as CMAQwould

do. Figure 18 shows the difference in the CMAQ di-

agnosedKs for an overwater cross section. Figure 19 shows

traditional profiles of the diagnosed Ks. The figure dem-

onstrates that the rediagnosed Ks in CMAQ are consis-

tently larger for the ACM2 case than for the Louis case.

These results confirm that the WRF Model with larger

mixing actually produces smaller rediagnosed mixing co-

efficients in CMAQ.

These results show that in fact the CMAQdiagnosedKs

from the Louis case are actually smaller than the Ks from

theACM2case.With this information, it can tentatively be

concluded that the higher surface concentrations seen in

the Louis enhanced-mixing case may in fact be due to less

mixing in CMAQ. This would also be consistent with the

view that CMAQ overprediction was due to not enough

mixing. Thus, it appears that the 2009 CMAQ was driven

by a meteorological model (NAM) that had too much

vertical mixing. This counterintuitively may have led to

smaller amounts of mixing in CMAQ. The overprediction

in the 2009 CMAQ relative to the ferry observations may

FIG. 13. (a) Average wind field and surface ozone for 1 Jul–4 Sep 2009 from CMAQ 2009 at 0900 local time.

The solid line shows the ferry crossing, and the dashed line indicates the southern LakeMichigan traverse. The

schematic of Lake Michigan ozone/meteorological conditions in Fig. 1 applies to these cross sections.

(b) Average east–west cross section of ozone from CMAQ 2009 model to the south of ferry transect at 0900

local time. (c) Average east–west cross section of ozone fromCMAQ 2009 model at ferry transect at 0900 local

time.
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be partly due to smaller mixing in CMAQ caused by the

well-mixed profiles coming from NAM.

3. Improvement in model prediction of
temperatures in the Great Lakes region

As noted earlier, temperature affects emissions,

chemistry, and vertical mixing. In the Great Lakes re-

gion, however, the evolving land surface temperatures

and their contrast with the lake temperatures also drive

the lake- and land-breeze regimes. Land surface tem-

peratures are largely controlled by solar energy input

and the characteristics of the land surface, which parti-

tion outgoing energy into sensible and evaporative

fluxes (Wetzel et al.1984; McNider et al. 1994) and to

the thermal inertia of the land surface (Carlson 1986;

McNider et al. 2005). Aside from its impact on tem-

peratures, the partitioning of solar energy into evapo-

rative fluxes from vegetation is also critical for air

quality since stomatal uptake of ozone is one of the

major loss terms in the ozone budget (Pleim et al. 2001).

Because of the importance of the characteristics of the

land surface, there has been tremendous investment by

the climate, weather forecasting, and air quality com-

munities in land surface research. Much of this in-

vestment has gone into developing complex land surface

models, which include many intricate parameterizations

that attempt to capture processes such as plant transpi-

ration rates, leaf water interception, soil moisture and

runoff, and parameterizations that control thermal and

water transfer through canopies and soils (Sellers et al.

1997; Pitman 2003). Thus, these models require addi-

tional parameter specifications to close the model

systems.

The use of satellite data (with observations such as

greenness and albedo) has greatly improved the classi-

fication of the surface. However, land surface models in

WRF (Chen and Dudhia 2001) do not use land-use

classifications directly. Rather, they use physical pa-

rameters such as roughness, heat capacity, canopy

thermal and water resistances, soil conductivity for

water and heat, and so on that are associated with

the land-use classes. Thus, in models, such as the

WRF-Noah land-use model, there are lookup tables

that define these land-use associated parameters (Niu

et al. 2011).

Unfortunately, the specification of some of these

physical parameters is difficult even in homogeneous

land-use classes (Rosero et al. 2009). For example, the

rate of temperature change in vegetation is controlled

by plant transpiration and evaporation through water

resistance parameters and by the canopy thermal resistance.

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but for 1300 local time. Note that the highest levels of ozone are near the surface in the eastern

part of the lake.
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Thermal resistance depends on the heat capacity of the

canopy and the thermal conductivity through the canopy

(Noilhan and Planton 1989). The water resistance de-

pends on root zone moisture, the phenological state of

the plant-leaf area, shaded leaf area, and so on. Field

campaigns using tower measurements are usually con-

ducted to try to establish these parameters. However, in

effect, many of the parameters or processes have to be

deduced as residuals in local canopy models, which are

tied to specific turbulence and radiative models (Yang

and Friedl 2003; Pleim and Gilliam 2009). Thus, the

parameters are often model heuristics as opposed to

fundamental observables (Wagener and Gupta 2005),

which is the reason a parameter such as canopy thermal

resistance can vary by three orders of magnitude in

different models (Pleim and Gilliam 2009). In in-

homogeneous grid boxes, which make up the real world,

the situation is even worse (McNider et al. 2005).

The development of complex land surface models

mentioned above was consistent with the need in the

climate modeling community for surface models that

could be run for years without being influenced by ob-

served data. Thus, they needed vegetative surface in-

teraction, water balance models, etc. However, Diak

(1990), McNider et al. (1994), Anderson et al. (1997), and

others argued that for short-termweather forecasting and

for retrospective air quality simulations (McNider et al.

1998; Pleim and Xiu 2003), simpler models that could be

constrained by observations might be preferred. The

simple models avoid setting many uncertain parameters

in the complexmodels. This is the path pursued here, with

observational constraints provided by satellite skin-

temperature data. Pleim and Xiu (2003) used the differ-

ences between observed analyses and model values of

2-m temperatures and 2-m surface relative humidity to

adjust soil moisture. Here, the P–X surface data assimi-

lation model (Pleim et al. 2001; Pleim and Xiu 2003) is

modified to use satellite skin temperature rather than

NWS-observed 2-m temperatures and humidity to

adjust soil moisture and to recover the surface thermal

resistance following McNider et al. (2005). Note that

hereinafter NWS is used to denote surface observation,

but this includes all surface observations in the DS472

used in WRF for surface data and not just NWS sta-

tions. Details on the modifications to P–X are given in

the appendix.

A series of model experiments on a 12-km-resolution

national domain were carried out employing these sat-

ellite assimilation techniques for month-long periods

in 2012 and 2013 as well as use of satellite-derived

insolation and satellite-derived greenness fraction. Geo-

stationaryOperational Environmental Satellite (GOES)–

observed temperatures that are based on a single channel

retrieval (Anderson et al. 2007a,b) rather than surface

observations are used to adjust moisture [see Eq. (A4)].

Details on the satellite datasets and sequential inclusion

of different satellite assimilation components are pro-

vided in McNider et al. (2017). Here we provide the im-

pact of the satellite assimilation on temperatures and

winds in the Great Lakes region.

FIG. 15. WRFModel performance for land sites with the ACM2 (blue) and Louis adjustments to ACM2 (green). Both the ACM2 and

Louis cases only nudged winds above 2 km. The nudging case (red line) applies to the ACM2 case but with nudging applied above the

diagnosed boundary layer height, which can be below 2 km.
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In carrying out the satellite assimilation, several sat-

ellite datasets were included.

1) Satellite-derived insolation (INSL): Incoming solar

energy is a major component in the surface energy

budget.However,models have difficulty getting clouds

correct in space and time that control incoming energy.

Here a technique to replace model-derived insolation

with satellite-derived insolation (Gautier et al. 1980;

McNider et al. 1995) is employed. Note that replacing

the model insolation with the satellite insolation may

introduce inconsistencies between the incoming en-

ergy and where the model has clouds. However, in

trying to deduce moisture, having the correct input

energy to the surface is critical. For example, if a grid

cell actually has clouds but the model does not, then

themoisture nudgingwould erroneously see a slow rise

in temperature in themodel as a need to addmoisture.

This would be a problem in both the P–X moisture

nudging and the satellite moisture nudging. A better

solution would be for the model clouds to be more

consistent with satellite clouds. A recent paper (White

et al. 2018) that adjusts the model dynamics to support

clouds shows progress in this regard.

2) Satellite-derived vegetation fraction (VEG): While

satellite data have been employed to develop clima-

tological greenness fractions such as inU.S.Geological

Survey (USGS) land-use sets or NLCD, vegetative

greenness varies annually and seasonally (Ran et al.

2016). A seasonal adjustment that is part of the P–X

scheme gave erroneously high values, especially in

the western United States (Ran et al. 2016). Here

MODIS-derived greenness (Case et al. 2014) is

employed in the P–X land surface scheme in a

manner similar to that of Ran et al. (2016) for only

the 2013 simulation.

3) Nudging of soil moisture using satellite skin tem-

peratures (SM): Soil moisture was nudged using

Eq. (A4) as opposed to the observed surface analyses

originally employed in P–X [Eq. (A3)].

FIG. 16. (a) Difference in surface ozone between the

enhanced-mixing case (Louis) and the limited-mixing

case ACM2 for July 2011 as simulated in CMAQ.

(b) CMAQ–ferry bias for the summer 2009 ozone

season.
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4) Adjustment of surface heat capacity (thermal

inertia) using satellite skin temperatures (HC):

As noted in sensitivity studies (Carlson 1986),

the rate of temperature decline in the late after-

noon and early evening is controlled by surface

heat capacity. Here an adjustment is made to

heat capacity using Eq. (A5) following McNider

et al. (2005).

Figure 20 shows the diurnal evaluation in model per-

formance due to the satellite assimilation for the Great

Lakes region for the month of September 2013. Note

that each successive case includes prior assimilation. For

example, VEG includes satellite insolation and satellite

vegetation, and HC includes all the assimilations (INSL,

VEG, and SM). Figure 20 shows that during the daytime

successive assimilation of INSL,VEG, and SM improves

FIG. 17. Ozone performance statistics for the CMAQ ACM2 and Louis cases.

FIG. 18.Difference (Louis2ACM2) in verticalmixing coefficientsK diagnosed inCMAQ.Note that LouisKs are smaller thanACM2Ks.

Dashed lines give the longitudes of the ferry ports.
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bias in 2-m temperature. In this case, the soil moisture

nudging adds moisture to the surface and reduces the

temperature. At night, however, the SM (red curve)

shows deterioration in performance. This is due to

the added ground moisture, which increases the soil

heat capacity so that temperatures do not cool as

much at night. However, the HC, using afternoon and

early evening skin temperature, tries to correct heat

capacity to a smaller value. Because of stability concerns

within the solver, limits were placed on how much the

heat capacity could be changed. It is possible that this

can be relaxed/improved in the future through either

filtering or higher-order solvers such as multipoint

Runge–Kutta methods.

FIG. 19. Vertical profiles ofK diagnosed in CMAQ for theACM2 and LouisWRF cases for (top) the cross section 18 of latitude north of
the ferry path, (middle) the cross section near the ferry transect, and (bottom) the cross section 18 of latitude south of the ferry transect for
(left) a land point on the western shore, (right) a point in the middle of the lake, and (center) for a point between them. The solid lines are

for the ACM2 case (small mixing), and dash–dotted lines are for the Louis case (large mixing). Blue is for 1200 UTC, and red is for

1800 UTC. Note that the rediagnosed Ks in CMAQ are consistently larger for the ACM2 case than for the Louis case.
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The label ‘‘CNTRL’’ in Fig. 20 is the P–X scheme but

without the Pleim observational nudging employed.

Figure 20 also shows the performance of the P–X

scheme with NWS nudging, denoted as PL. As can be

seen, the satellite HC case compares very favorably to

PL in the daytime. In terms of humidity, the PL does

slightly better than the satellite HC case. Remember

that the PL uses both humidity and temperature in its

moisture nudging approach, which may be an advantage

over the satellite technique.

Table 5 provides a summary of the statistics. The 2-m

temperature bias was improved by over a full degree and

RMSE by about 0.8K in the final simulations (HC). The

10-m wind speed performance was mixed, with bias

slightly increasing and RMSE slightly decreasing. The

assimilation reversed a dry bias to give a moist bias.

Figure 20 provides the performance at the observation

sites that are used as data for moisture and deep tem-

perature nudging. The reason for using satellite data

is that they can capture spatial land-use information

beyond that of the local surface data. The satellite skin

temperature can provide another metric. Model com-

parison with satellite observed skin temperatures also

showed improvement for both satellite and P–X surface

nudging cases (Table 6). Figure 21 (top) shows the di-

urnal bias in skin temperature (model minus satellite

skin temperature) at surface observation sites and

Fig. 21 (bottom) shows improvement for all grid points

in the Midwest domain. The performance is not that

different but with the satellite assimilation showing

slightly better performance than at just the NWS ob-

served surface sites. The Midwest is perhaps unique

in that it has a higher concentration of surface observ-

ing sites than other regions, perhaps because of the

agricultural interest, and land use is generally more

homogeneous.

Overall, the satellite assimilation significantly im-

proved themodel 2-m temperature prediction. Figure 22

provides a spatial plot of model bias difference for the

full satellite assimilation in the Great Lakes area and

shows that at most observation sites model performance

has been improved with some sites in the Corn Belt

(southern Minnesota and Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, and

Indiana) by several degrees. Improvement is especially

consistent on the western and eastern shores of Lake

Michigan. The 10-m wind speed performance due to

the assimilation was mixed throughout the domain

(not shown).

Similar experiments were carried out for 2012. While

September 2013 discussed above was somewhat dry in

the Midwest, it and the rest of the country had been

relatively moist prior to late summer. However, 2012

was an extraordinary drought for most of the summer.

Figure 23 shows the diurnal statistical evaluation for the

satellite assimilation and P–X NWS nudging performed

for the month of August 2012. It shows that the

Control simulation was extraordinarily warm relative to

observations. Both the satellite assimilation and P–X

moisture nudging moistened the atmosphere and im-

proved the performance. The P–X with nudging is re-

markable in its improvement of 2-m temperature and

moisture. In 2013 the satellite assimilation was com-

petitive with the P–X nudging; however, in 2012, the

satellite technique appears to overadjust moisture,

making the moisture too high and overcooling the at-

mosphere. This is an issue that requires further in-

vestigation and may in part be due to model quality

assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures that

were relaxed in 2012. For the 2013 case, to avoid possible

contamination in skin temperatures and to avoid issues

with longwave radiation from model clouds interfering

within the surface energy budget, an aggressive tech-

nique was employed to bypass the moisture adjustment

FIG. 20. Diurnal model bias of 2-m (top) temperature and

(bottom) humidity at NWS sites in the Midwest domain due to

satellite assimilation for September 2013. Label ‘‘CNTRL’’ (blue)

gives base performance P–X with no satellite assimilation or NWS

nudging. INSL-2 (green) shows the response of using satellite-

derived insolation rather than model insolation. VEG (orange)

shows the impact of using satellite greenness. SM (red) shows the

impact of soil moisture nudging. HC (purple) shows the impact of

heat capacity adjustment. Note that all satellite cases are cumula-

tive (i.e., HC includes insolation, vegetation, soil moisture, and

heat capacity). PL (black) gives the P–X with NWS nudging.
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if either GOES clouds or model clouds were present.

Clouds were determined on the basis of whether in-

solation values were less than 95% of clear-sky values.

For some reason that we are still investigating, the cloud-

rejection criteria basically removed almost all opportu-

nities for moisture adjustments. To make moisture

adjustments, the cloud-rejection test was completely re-

moved. This removal may be a reason why the satellite

assimilation did not perform as well in 2012 as in 2013.

Also, the 2012 case did not include the satellite vege-

tation replacement since the product used in 2013 was

not available. An examination of GOES satellite data

showed that the dryness in the present Control model

had many fewer clouds than were observed by the

satellite. The lack of clouds in the model is apparently a

feedback of having an atmosphere with relative hu-

midity far too low to support cloud development.

The initial dry bias in the model emanates from model

initialization based on the large-scale NAM-12 analysis

but is continued in the Control case. This points to what

may be a consistent problem in land surface models, es-

pecially in normally moist regions. It appears that land

surface models perhaps perform well in the eastern

United States when precipitation dominates the mois-

ture budget but may do poorly when the moisture budget

is controlled by nonobserved parameters such as can-

opy resistance, soil moisture diffusion, and so on. Ukkola

et al. (2016) tested 14 land surface model (LSM) ver-

sions against in situ data and tower data. Using three

metrics, they found that the models during evaporative

drought conditions consistently overestimated the du-

ration, magnitude and intensity of drought. They con-

cluded that their ‘‘findings point to systematic biases

across LSMs when simulating water and energy fluxes

under water-stressed conditions.’’ Thus, in air quality

studies where hot and dry conditions often coincide with

extreme air quality events, there may be concern that

land models may overstate these conditions. This is ap-

parently the case in 2012 for the Midwest. It points to a

need to have moisture corrections such as the P–X ob-

servational nudging or the satellite data technique to

bring moisture back to reasonable values.

4. Summary and conclusions

This paper addresses aspects of the average physical

atmosphere and issues with modeling the atmosphere in

the Great Lakes region for multiple years.

a. Overwater overprediction of ozone over
Lake Michigan

It appears that there is relatively little difference in

performance of the different widely used PBL schemes in

WRF 3.8.1 in the stable boundary layer for the 2009 sim-

ulations. All give similar overwater performance com-

pared to buoys, and their temperature and wind profiles

over water are also similar. It appears that the NAM-12

operational model used in the 2009 operational CMAQ

[which showed overprediction of ozone compared to ferry

data in Cleary et al. (2015)] has less-stable profiles and

less surface wind shear than the WRF 3.8.1 profiles. The

source of these less-stable profiles in the operational 2009

NAM-12 is unclear since it employed theMYJ scheme that

showed more-stable profiles in the WRF 3.8.1.

A CMAQ mixing sensitivity run was designed to test

the impact of mixing on surface ozone. A new WRF

3.8.1 case that was configured to have more mixing (the

Louis case) produced long-term average 2009 wind and

temperature profiles that were similar to the opera-

tional 2009 NAM-12 as seen in the CMAQ meteoro-

logical files. This configuration was then used to

make a July 2011WRF 3.8.1 run. In turn, this was used

to drive a CMAQ run. It was found that the increased

mixing WRF run produced higher surface ozone

over Lake Michigan. However, further investigation

showed that the rediagnosed mixing coefficients in

CMAQ were actually less than the CMAQ driven by

the Control WRF. Thus, it is concluded that the in-

creased surface concentrations in the 2011 CMAQ

were due to decreased mixing. Applying these findings

to the 2009 CMAQ-vs-ferry overprediction issue, we

conclude that the overprediction could have been

caused by too much mixing in the NAM meteorolog-

ical model, which translated into too little mixing in

the operational CMAQ. Future modelers should be

TABLE 5. Bias (-B) and RMSE (-R) for 2-m temperature (T2M), 2-m specific humidity (Q2M), and 10-m wind speed (WSPD10M) at

standard NWS observations sites over the Great Lakes domain for various WRF simulations (12-km grid spacing; daytime conditions for

1–30 Sep 2013).

Run T2M-B Q2M-B WSPD10M-B T2M-R Q2M-R WSPD10M-R

Control 1.325 20.932 20.245 2.838 2.259 2.615

INSL 1.157 20.940 20.282 2.557 2.234 2.555

VEG 0.991 20.710 20.335 2.392 2.052 2.533

SM 0.112 1.289 20.410 2.013 1.996 2.471

PL 0.273 0.118 20.405 1.942 1.368 2.522

HC 0.472 0.765 20.376 1.935 1.678 2.481
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wary of this issue, and it is recommended that WRF be

run with the ACM2 scheme that is employed in

CMAQ. However, even here the use of offline mete-

orology can possibly lead to differences in the mixing

in the stable boundary layer. This is because the wind

and temperature profiles passed to CMAQ reflect past

mixing that may not be found in the rediagnosed

mixing coefficients.

b. Improvement in model performance for the Great
Lakes region using satellite assimilation in the
P–X land surface model

A series of satellite assimilation experiments were

carried out for themonth of September 2013 andAugust

2012. The experiments showed that the assimilation of

satellite products (insolation, vegetative fraction, and

skin temperature for moisture and heat capacity ad-

justments) did improve model performance for both

NWS metrics and satellite skin-temperature metrics in

2013 and 2012. The 2012 case is one in which the Control

case (no satellite assimilation) had very large tempera-

ture and humidity errors relative to other years.

The large dry surface moisture errors in the 2012

and 2013 and in the surface moisture in the NAM-12

reanalysis during drought periods indicate perhaps an

endemic problem with land surface models as dis-

cussed by Ukkola et al. (2016). In the absence of

precipitation controlling the surface moisture budget,

ill-specified unobserved parameters in the surface

models may drive the solution to a too-dry and too-

warm surface. Schemes such as the P–X soil moisture

nudging using surface observation or the experimen-

tal satellite technique tested here may be needed in

these dry cases.

c. Implications for air quality

The analysis above, that too much mixing in the NAM

meteorological model driving operational CMAQ may

result in increased overwater ozone, should perhaps

be investigated by the NOAA air quality team. In ex-

amining NAM operational performance statistics for

August 2010 to the present for the Great Lakes region (see

the very useful operational evaluation site http://www.

emc.ncep.noaa.gov/mmb/research/nearsfc/nearsfc.verf.

html) it appears that surface wind speeds are greatly

overestimated especially at night (in terms of percent

error) from 2010 to the present, indicating perhaps a

continuing overmixing of momentum to the surface.

While model output statistics (MOS) may make this

persistent bias not an issue in the operational forecasting

world, the unadjusted wind speed errors in an air quality

model may be a problem.

Improvements in temperatures may also change ozone

NOx sensitivity. As noted by Sillman (1995), the thermal

decomposition of nitrogen species can allow longer

chemical chain lengths and alter the slope of ozone–NOy

relationships. The large overprediction of temperature

in 2012 would produce a system in which NOy sensi-

tivity is larger than reality because NOx can reenter

the system through excessive thermal decomposition.

FIG. 21. Average bias of skin temperature (WRF diagnosed

value minus GOES observed) for eachUTC hour for variousWRF

simulations for the Great Lakes domain for September 2013 with

(top) calculations performed only at DS472 surface observation

locations and (bottom) calculations performed for all 12-km

land WRF grid points. Label CNTRL (blue) gives base perfor-

mance P–X with no satellite assimilation or NWS nudging. INSL

(green) shows the response of using satellite-derived insolation

rather than model insolation. VEG (orange) shows the impact of

using satellite greenness. SM (red) shows the impact of soil mois-

ture nudging. HC (purple) shows the impact of heat capacity ad-

justment. PL (black) gives the P–X with NWS nudging. Note that

the satellite cases are cumulative (i.e., HC includes insolation,

vegetation, soil moisture nudging, and heat capacity adjustment).

TABLE 6. Bias (-B) and RMSE (-R) for skin temperature for

various WRF simulations from the 12-km grid for the Great Lakes

domain for daytime conditions for 1–30 Sep 2013.

Run TSKIN-B TSKIN-R

Control 2.761 4.591

INSL 3.307 4.894

VEG 2.796 4.453

SM 0.379 3.134

PL 1.288 3.084

HC 1.016 3.257
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Additional natural and evaporative hydrocarbonswould be

supported by the higher erroneous temperatures as well.

The consistent surface wind speed overprediction in

the 2009 model especially at night and early morning is

troubling (in a general sense but not as an explanation of

the overwater overprediction) in that the surface wind

speed controls the initial conversion of emissions to vol-

umetric concentrations. If surface wind speeds are

overpredicted by 30%–50%, this means emissions are

being overdiluted, giving erroneously low ambient

concentrations. Today measurements of precursors or

products such as NOx or NOy are sometimes used

to assess the quality of emissions. However, if ambient

measurements are used to evaluate emission values,

a wind speed overprediction would look like an un-

derestimate of emissions.

The significant lack of model clouds in the 2012

Control case versus observed is also of concern. Clouds

not only impact temperatures, as presented here, but

also they modulate photolysis rates (Pour-Biazar et al.

2007). The year 2012 provided one of the most severe

ozone episodes in most of the Midwest in recent years

(https://www.epa.gov/air-trends/trends-ozone-adjusted-

weather-conditions). If chemical model simulations

were carried out for the 2012 period with the Control

case model–based clouds it would greatly overstate

photolysis rates.

d. Future modeling and observations

It is hoped that this work can help to interpret future

meteorological modeling in the Great Lakes region

supporting future observational campaigns and air

quality management. Given the 2009 work discussed

above, it would be very useful to reimplement the

continuous ferry observations. The lack of clouds in

the 2012 case indicates that either replacement of

model clouds by satellite clouds (Pour-Biazar et al.

2007) or new satellite cloud assimilation strategies

(White et al. 2018) may be important for model

fidelity.
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FIG. 23. Diurnal model bias of 2-m temperature and humidity at

sites in theMidwest domain from satellite assimilation for August

2012. Label CNTRL (blue) gives base performance with no sat-
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response of using satellite-derived insolation rather than model

insolation. HC (purple) shows the impact of heat capacity ad-

justment. PL shows the P–X with NWS nudging. Note that all

cases are cumulative (i.e., HC includes insolation, soil moisture,

and heat capacity).

FIG. 22. Spatial plot of impact on NWS sites from satellite

assimilation for 2013 for the soil moisture assimilation case.

The plot shows the difference in magnitude of the bias between

the Control run and the heat capacity run (HC) for daytime

hours. Negative values indicate improvement. Note that the

HC case includes insolation, vegetation, soil moisture nudging,

and heat capacity adjustments. Values are truncated to the

range 65 K.
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APPENDIX

Description of Code Modifications

a. Adjustments to ACM2 (PBL case)

Although they were minor, the ACM2 as consti-

tuted in WRF 3.8.1 contained a few adjustments that

could potentially increase mixing. Components that

were modified are provided below.

1) The ACM2 scheme employs a stability function in the

stable boundary layer to specify vertical diffusion co-

efficients for momentum and heat (Km; Kh) as in

Eq. (A1):

K
h
5 f (Ri)l2s and K

m
5K

h
P
R
, (A1)

where PR is the Prandtl number 50.8, Ri is the

Richardson number, l is a mixing length, and s is

the wind shear. ACM2 employs a polynomial form

for the stability function f(Ri). The ACM2 stability

function (Pleim polynomial) has slightly more

mixing than the England–McNider quadratic sta-

bility function, which is derived on the basis of

Monin–Obukov similarity (England and McNider

1995). Here the England–McNider form (an even-

shorter-tailed form) replaced the ACM2 stability

functions for stable conditions.

2) A mesoscale enhancement, dependent on horizontal

resolution, in u* was removed.

3) Some minimum values for u* were made smaller.

b. Surface-layer adjustments for the Louis case

In creating the Louis case, surface fluxes were also

modified in a manner similar to England and McNider

(1995),

u2
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where u* is the surface friction velocity, u*Q* is the

surface heat flux, k is the von Kármán constant,V1 is the

model first-level wind speed, Q1 is the first-level tem-

perature, and Qg is the ground temperature. The sta-

bility functions fh and fm were taken to be the Louis

stability functions as seen in Fig. 3. Note that this is a

modification to the ACM2/P–X schemes to give more

mixing and is not exactly the original Louis (1979)

boundary layer scheme.

c. Pleim–Xiu moisture nudging

Pleim and Xiu (2003) noted that, since surface

moisture is not directly observed, use of auxiliary in-

formation is needed. Considering energetics, they

have used observed surface temperature and relative

humidity to nudge moisture. As shown in Eq. (A3)

below, they adjust surface-layer moisturewG using the

difference between model daytime temperatures TF

and analyses of observed temperatures TA and model

and observed relative humidity RH:

Dw
G
5a

1
(TA 2TF)1a

2
(RHA 2RHF) , (A3)

where a1,2 are nudging coefficients. A similar equation

is also used by Pleim and Xiu (2003) to nudge the deep-

layer soil moisture, which may be more important

than surface moisture, especially in vegetated areas.

The P–X approach has been widely used and in recent

California intercomparisons performed better than the

Noah complex land surface model (Fovell 2013). Be-

cause surface observations are sparse, here they are

replaced with higher-resolution satellite skin temper-

atures. It is hoped that this can capture finescale land-

use characterizations that are not seen in the coarser

surface observations. The satellite skin temperatures

are included as

Dw
G
5b

1
(TSat

s 2TMod
s )

Morning
. (A4)

Here TSat
s is the satellite observed skin temperature,

TMod
s is the modeled skin temperature, and b1 is a

nudging coefficient, set to 5.56 3 1027m s21K21 in

these simulations. Deep soil moisture is also nudged in a

similar fashion. Heat capacity can also be adjusted as in

Eq. (A5):

CNEW
T 5COLD

T

�
›TSAT

s

›t

�
›TMOD

s

›t

�
. (A5)

For further details on implementation and testing, see

Mackaro et al. (2011) and McNider et al. (2005). Note that

the use of skin temperatures is consistent with the P–X en-

ergetic assumption that moisture is related to 2-m tempera-

tures, and this formulation makes the same assumption for

skin temperature. The techniqueproposed byMcNider et al.

(2005) is employed within the P–X model to nudge thermal

resistance CT using afternoon/evening skin temperatures [as

opposed to the Pleim and Gilliam (2009) technique of using
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afternoon/evening temperatures to nudge deep soil tem-

perature] as illustrated by Eqs. (A3)–(A5).
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